
FEATURE IMAGE (shown)

CONFIGURATION C2
39 LHF Sofa Split
08 RHF Loveseat

   

77509 MEADOWRIDGE
The Meadowridge collection is an updated classic. An
elegant roll arm takes on a modern profile when paired
with a high leg. The collection features tailored back
cushions with sophisticated topstitching detail and a plush
fibre fill. A comfort-wave foam core is used in each seat
cushion to give a sit that moves with your body and
adjusts to your position. A stabilizing foam layer is
wrapped around the comfort-wave core to offer consistent
comfort and support. This Meadowridge collection not only
delivers on style, it also offers great seating comfort and is
well suited to any transitional or modern style of living
space.

FEATURES
Cover: All Palliser Fabrics, All Palliser Leathers
Features: Arm facing for added dimension and a
classic appearance, Double top stitching for a luxurious
and tailored finish (on leather and select fabrics),
Piping for an elegant finish that frames the shape of
this design, This collection comes standard with an
Espresso finish wood leg
Frame Construction: The majority of Palliser frames are
constructed from engineered wood products, hardwood
or softwood; joints are pinned and glued for uniformity
and strength.
Cushions: Semi-attached back cushions feature a fibre
filling, blown into channels to prevent shifting and
provide pillow-soft comfort, Attached seat cushions
feature a high-resiliency, high density convoluted foam
core with a stabilizing layer, wrapped in polyester.
Premium seating technology for an unparalleled
seating experience.
Suspension: Back suspension features 100% premium
elastic webbing to provide consistent comfort and
support, Seat suspension features interwoven 100%
premium elastic webbing, engineered to provide
consistent comfort and endurance

Visit all available options at PALLISER.COM



77509 MEADOWRIDGE

A. Seat Depth: 21.5 in / 54.5 cm B. Seat Height: 19.3 in / 49.0 cm
C. Arm Height: 24.4 in / 62.0 cm D. Arm Depth: 36.0 in / 91.5 cm
E. Seat Back Height: 16.5 in / 42.0 cm F. Width of Arm: N/A
G. Headrest Extension: N/A

01 Sofa
87 x 38 x 36"
220 x 97 x 91cm
IA: 69" / 176cm

02 Chair
40 x 38 x 36"
103 x 97 x 91cm
IA: 23" / 59cm

03 Loveseat
64 x 38 x 36"
162 x 97 x 91cm
IA: 46" / 117cm

04 Ottoman
23 x 23 x 17"
59 x 59 x 44cm

08 RHF Loveseat
07 LHF Loveseat
55 x 38 x 36"
140 x 97 x 91cm

09 Corner Curve
49 x 49 x 36"
125 x 125 x 91cm

10 Armless Chair
24 x 38 x 36"
60 x 97 x 91cm

13 RHF Sofa
12 LHF Sofa
78 x 38 x 36"
199 x 97 x 91cm

14 Armless Loveseat
47 x 38 x 36"
120 x 97 x 91cm

15 RHF Chaise
16 LHF Chaise
33 x 60 x 36"
83 x 152 x 91cm

35 RHF Corner Chaise
36 LHF Corner Chaise
83 x 38 x 36"
211 x 97 x 91cm

40 RHF Sofa Split
39 LHF Sofa Split
90 x 38 x 36"
230 x 97 x 91cm

Measurements displayed here represent the standard for this series. Some pieces may vary.

C1 3-Seat Sofa Sectional
with Chaise

C2 5-Seat Corner Sectional
93 x 91"

C4 6-Seat Corner Curve
Sectional with Chaise

C7 5-Seat Corner Curve
Sectional

C8 4-Seat Sofa Sectional
with Chaise

C9 5-Seat Corner Sectional
with Chaise Lounge

POPULAR CONFIGURATIONS
Note: Always assemble configurations from right hand facing to left hand facing. Dimensions are shown as width x depth.

Dimensions are the same for reverse direction where applicable.

Specifications are correct at time of printing and are subject to change
without notice.
LHF = left hand facing means the “end arm” is on the LEFT HAND SIDE
of the upholstered piece when you are standing in front of the piece.
RHF = right hand facing means the “end arm” is on the RIGHT HAND
SIDE of the upholstered piece when you are standing in front of the piece.
Actual measurements for each item may vary from what is shown here.
Please allow up to a +/- 1 inch difference.


